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Dear CONNECT Readers;
Welcome to the February edition of CONNECT. This month,
we’re excited to bring you a feature story all about the Andy
Spears Agency. We enjoyed getting to know more about
Andy, the reasons he got into the insurance business, what
he loves about living and working in his community and even
what inspires him. For the full story, turn to page 4.
As usual, we are excited to share informative articles from
our trusted CONNECT Expert Contributors. In his article,
Eric Huizenga of EGLtech answers the question, “What is a
Managed Service Provider (MSP)?” His explanation may
even help you decide whether an MSP is the right choice
for your business. Thank you to Gill Staffing for submitting
an excellent read that takes a look at how we can develop
employees into leaders. Spoiler alert: it doesn’t happen by
chance! Drew DeMeester of Troxel Custom Homes takes a
thoughtful look at how the pandemic shifted our lifestyles
and placed a renewed importance on why having a truly
functional home you and your family love is more important
now than ever before.
In his article Winning Moves in the Era of Covid, D.C. Beattie
examines how the housing sector and real estate industry
have been affected by the pandemic and how one local firm
is responding.
Finally, we love shining a light on organizations doing
important work in our communities. This month, we’re happy
to share the stories of how two local nonprofits have gone
virtual and what that means for their events and meetings.
As a long-time Special Olympics of Michigan supporter and
regular “plunger” in the Polar Plunge, I am particularly proud
of how the organization has pivoted to a new way of holding
the event in the safest way possible.
I hope your 2021 is off to a great start. See you next month!
Warmly,
Patrick Avery
Publisher
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COVER STORY

Andy Spears Agency –
Farm Bureau Insurance

M

eeting new people, building
strong relationships and helping
people protect what’s most
important to them. Those are the reasons
Andy Spears became an insurance agent.
“I wanted to be an advisor, not just sell
insurance policies,” he said. “I got into
the insurance business to learn from
and take over for my father-in-law Cal
Timmer who was an agent for 42 years!”
Spears opened his own agency in 2014
and his relationship-focused approach
and earnest desire to make sure his
clients are protected from the risks of
everyday life have helped him to become
a trusted name in the community. “I
have been an agent for coming up on
seven years, which looking back has been
the toughest seven years I’ve had in my
career, but also the most rewarding,”
he explained. “Starting a business from
ground zero—especially in insurance
sales—is very difficult. However, I truly
believe that if you do things the right
way, gain people’s trust, and look out for
their best interests above your own, it
makes growing your client base so much
easier.”
Driven by a desire to give his clients
peace of mind and coverage that
is appropriate for their lives and
circumstances, Spears takes the time
to ask questions, advise and ultimately
build a plan that ensures they will be
protected. He also feels a responsibility
to educate and walk his clients through
their policies to ensure they have the
best possible coverage. “I have learned
over years of doing this that people can
be ‘insured’ but not always ‘protected,’”
he said. “I find so many people who have
no clue what their policies are covering
them for, or even if they would be okay if
something bad happened. I find people
who are leaving huge coverage gaps out
there, especially on liability coverage,
and they were never advised or asked
the proper questions needed in order to
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Andy Spears
properly insure them. An advisory role
is key in protecting the needs of each
household, as they are all different.”
In situations like these, Spears said it’s
important for him to take the time to
help get their coverage corrected, explain
what their insurance does for them, and
give them more peace of mind than they
had before with a competitive rate and
a local agent who is out for their best
interests.
Ultimately, this level of commitment
to his clients helps them sleep better
at night but is also deeply fulfilling for
Spears. “The rewarding part of this
business is being able to be there when
your clients have had their worst day (a
house fire, bad car accident with medical
needs, or the death of a loved one),” he
said. “We get to deliver the check that
puts their life back together financially
and keeps them living how they were
before. There is something very powerful
about that privilege to be there for people
in that way.” He added, “We don’t want
those things to happen, but if they do
and we have done the proper job of
protecting them, then it’s very rewarding
to be able to tell them that, ‘all is going to
be okay, we have you covered.’”

By Chelsea Scott

As someone who is in the business of
building relationships, Spears is eager
to get back to in-person meetings and
networking events as soon as it’s safe.
“I hope to be back to weekly chamber
events as I love meeting more and more
people and growing relationships,” he
said. And because Spears has a knack for
remembering names and faces, he gets a
kick out of seeing his clients out in the
community and calling them by name
to say hello. “I often get shocked looks
on my clients’ faces when I do this,” he
laughed. “I have many weaknesses, but
knowing my clients is not one of them.
I believe this is what makes my agency
different. People that I insure are not just
a number. We have real relationships that
stretch into our communities, schools
and neighborhoods.”
Those relationships include giving back
to the community through involvement
in sponsorships and local events. Spears
sponsors several golf outings and softball
teams each year, including one for
Zeeland Christian Schools and Junior
Achievement, as well as local golf camp
Chasin’ Birdies Golf Camp (led by a
friend and client Chase Kuyers at Pigeon
Creek Golf Course). “It’s cool to see how
much he is doing to grow the game of
golf and other life skills in our youth
and it’s awesome to be a part of that!”
Spears shared. “I also sponsor ACES day
(All Students Exercise Simultaneously)
which is a day that all students exercise
for a period of time together to promote
exercise. I love being a part of events in
our community!”
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Andy Spears Agency Team

Allison Bosman,
Customer Service Representative

Kim West,
Customer Service Representative

Tiffany Vander Meer,
Customer Service Representative

Shenoa Marlink,
Customer Service Representative

Lorie VanWerden,
Sales Agent

Service Representative), which is a toplevel customer service achievement in the
industry!”

of my job. Of course, Spears couldn’t talk
about inspiration without mentioning his
wife and three kids. “I need each day to
be not only a business owner but a loving
husband and father,” he said. “I work very
hard for my clients and business, but my
family comes first at all times. In fact, being
an agent allows me to own my business,
lead a team, help clients, and also have
a flexible schedule to be able to be there
for my kids’ activities and support them.”
Jenna is Andy’s wife and CHO (Chief

The Farm Bureau family is special. “Agents
spend time with other agents’ families
outside of work, we share ideas and best
practices to help others succeed, we mentor
and encourage new agents so they can
have a successful career as well as our
own, even if they are in the same town,”
Spears explained. “There are not many
insurance companies that do business this
way, and I really like our model. It’s to put
money and effort into agents plugging
into communities, rather than spending
millions on TV ads that have corny jokes
to get you to buy their insurance. It’s just
different!”
And doing business that way has worked
for the Andy Spears Agency; just this past
year they were recognized as a Blue Ribbon
Office of Excellence award winner by Farm
Bureau Insurance. The award is given to
select offices that have customer service
excellence, a professional office set up and
atmosphere, a fully licensed team and are
the top echelon of agencies in the state.
“This is an award that I am most proud
of, as it means that our team achieved
it together,” Spears explained. “Growing
a team is very challenging, and I am so
blessed to be working alongside the team I
have each day.” Spears quickly pointed out,
“My longest-tenured staff member of five
years, Allison Bosman, recently achieved
the CISR designation (Certified Insurance
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When it comes to inspiration, Spears said
it’s very simple. “Loving Jesus and leaning
on Him to help me every day is what
inspires me,” he said. “I’m also inspired by
the opportunity that I have to be a leader
to my team, and help them be the best they
can be both at work, and in their personal
lives. This is truly the most gratifying part

>> Continued on page 6
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<< Continued from page 5
Home Officer) who keeps the household running smoothly.
In addition to being a fulltime mom to their kids Noah,
Avery and Austin, “she also helps with my books and
payroll at my agency, and does hair for family/friends,” said
Andy. “She is a rock star!” And we can’t forget the furrier
family member. “We have a family dog, a Golden Doodle
named Marley,” said Andy.
Spears set out for his business to be a trusted agency in the
community that looks out for their clients’ best interests
and provides excellent customer service, something he
and his team work to live up to every day they come to
work. Future plans include growing his team and being
able to serve and protect more and more members of the
community and maybe someday, passing the torch to one
of his children. “The part I enjoy most about having my
own business is knowing that someday, Lord willing, if my
kids have the interest to get into the business they can have
a great avenue to do so and a solid foundation built,” Spears
said. “I am working very hard each day to have something
that I can either pass on to family or sell to someone
someday. I also like the freedom that owning a business
affords. There is great risk with business ownership, and a
lot of blood, sweat and tears, but there are great rewards!”
The Andy Spears Agency is located at 380 Garden
Avenue in Holland. Hours are Mon.– Fri., 8:30am5pm. Find them online at www.InsureWestMichigan.
com.

From Andy Spears Agency Clients
“Andy is a professional and gracefully accommodated
our busy schedules. His values are reflected in his business
practices and his efforts to protect his clients. As an
attorney, I understand the importance of good coverage
versus having merely a cheap rate—and so does Andy!”
—Nichole (Nov., 2020)
“We contacted Andy for a quote after he left us a card
at our home from knocking on doors. He was able to
provide a quote quickly and was significantly below our
current rates for auto, home, umbrella insurance. We
were also surprised at how he responded to emails late in
the evening and how responsive he was!” —Diana (Jun.,
2020)
“Andy is an excellent advisor and all-around great person.
Agents like Andy are what make Farm Bureau Insurance
a special company, and brings credibility and trust to an
industry that is in dire need of it! It’s increasingly important
to work with good people, and Andy certainly qualifies.”
—Jake (Feb., 2019)

PHOTO OP STUDIO
Specializing in creating stunning images and content
for your business, brand, product & publication
(616) 836-5217

www.PhotoOpStudio.com

HUNGRY?

Holland
Eats

The FOOD you want.
WHERE you want it.
Check out 40+ of your favorite
restaurants on hollandeats.com,

order online or in-app!

Delivering to your home or work
in both Holland and Zeeland.
616.255.4932
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▶ HEY, SPORTS FANS!

DOWNLOAD THE
BVM SPORTS APP AND:
• ENJOY local and national sports
content all from the palm of your hand!
• CREATE an account to keep up with
all your favorite local and national teams.
• SHARE your favorite sports content via
social media, text or email with just a
few clicks.

Have everything sports right at your fingertips.
▶ ▶ Download the BVM Sports App today! ◀ ◀
BVM Sports: One Place. All Sports.
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EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR EGL TECH

Why Choose Managed Services?
By Eric Huizenga, EGLtech vCIO & Operations

Y

ou have possibly heard the phrase
Managed Service Provider or “MSP” for
short. As companies everywhere navigate
the ever-changing and more complex
information technology landscape, the
pressure on efficient operating models has
never been more significant. Over the past
10 years, MSPs have become the primary
outsourced IT model for a number of
reasons.
An MSP is an organization that manages
a company’s IT infrastructures and user
systems primarily from a remote location.
An MSP is a network administrator, security consultant and disaster recovery expert
rolled into one. They execute functions
that companies don’t have the time—or
resources—to complete themselves.
There are two primary ways small to
midsize businesses utilize an outsourced
MSP. The first, and most common, is
referred to as fully-Managed Services—
where the MSP provides support via a local
helpdesk, cybersecurity solutions to protect
their data and employees and all other
day-to-day functions of their IT needs.
The second is known as Co-Managed
Services—where the MSP provides
supplemental support and expertise where
an internal IT resource may not have the
knowledge or capacity to fill.
In the past, cost savings were seen as the
primary benefit of MSPs. Now, businesses
are looking for additional benefits:
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• 6% of managed services
clients have reduced IT
costs by 25% or more;
• 50% have reduced IT
costs between 1 and
24%.
– MSP Mentor

1. Improve security
2. Proactive approach to IT problems
3. Better uptime
4. Gain access to newer technologies
5. Cost savings over in-house IT
6. Free internal IT staff for strategic
work
7. Wide range of expertise
8. Tap into cloud solutions
9. Support remote employees
10. Lack of internal IT
With cyberattacks on the rise, it shouldn’t
be too surprising to see security at the top
of the list of MSP benefits. According to
Barracuda, COVID-19 related phishing
attacks increased 667% in 2020.

One of the main concerns organizations
have with managed services is that it would
replace the existing IT team they currently
employ. CompTIA found that 53% of
organizations that use managed services
have kept their internal IT department
intact, 15% had no internal IT to begin
with and only 6% eliminated their internal
IT employees. Instead, what happens is
that MSPs allow the organization’s IT
department to focus on more important
projects that drive growth and revenue
and can keep the department running
efficiently.
I’d love to connect if you have questions
or want to determine whether managed
services are a fit for your business. Feel
free to reach out to me at erich@egltech.
net.
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EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR GILL STAFFING

Watch Your Employees Grow
Into Leaders with Proper Training
By Jennifer Reeves

P

art of your job as a manager
is to prepare employees for
leadership roles. When you
do, you’ll ensure you have
the right talent in place when
positions open up. At the same
time, you’ll have leaders who
already understand the nuances
of the company culture, its
departments, and the overall
vision and mission.
The question is: how do you
fit equipping your employees
with leadership skills into your
already busy schedule? With the
proper training.
A robust training program is
so much more than a seminar
in a room full of like-minded,
ambitious employees. There are
many ways to train your people
nowadays that leverage the
power of technology along with
other engaging opportunities.
To help you take advantage of
them and train your employees
up, here are three options to
keep in mind:
#1: Provide real-world
experience.
There’s only so much attending a conference or reading an
industry publication can do to
train your people to be leaders.
They need opportunities to
apply what they’ve learned. You
can help them do this through
stretch assignments.
These are projects that help
your employees put their newly
developed skills to use, stepping
outside their comfort zones, and
taking risks as they do. Whether
they succeed, fail or come in
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somewhere in between, they’ll
learn invaluable lessons they can
put to use in future leadership
positions.
#2: Create opportunities for
networking.
A critical part of being a strong
leader comes down to having
solid relationships. To help
your employees build their
network, encourage them to
attend networking events when
they can, whether online or in
person. This will provide them
with opportunities to forge new
connections, initiate small talk,
make their elevator pitches, and
branch out in different ways.

career challenges and concerns, Jennifer Reeves is the Market
all while providing insight and Manager for Gill Staffing’s
Holland location. Gill Staffing
encouragement.
has two locations in West
The importance of developing
Michigan, with 2 more offices
our team members can be
opening in 2020. For more
summed up in this quote from
about employee engagement,
John Maxwell:
follow their blog at www.
gillstaffing.com/blog.
“The single biggest way to
impact an organization is to
focus on leadership development. There is almost no limit
to the potential of an organization that recruits good people,
raises them up as leaders and
continually develops them."

At the same time, they’ll be
practicing and improving their
communication and presentation skills. This is important
considering how often leaders
are called on to present or communicate issues or expectations
with employees.
#3: Go beyond training to
mentoring.
Training often involves teaching a new employee hard or
technical skills. Mentoring, on
the other hand, is a way to help
people reach their potential and
bring out their natural leadership abilities.
Some ways to do this include
creating a formal mentoring
program within your company,
where veteran employees are
matched with junior ones. You
can also take a few employees
who have leadership potential
under your wing. Plan to meet
weekly or monthly to discuss
CONNECT | FEBRUARY 2021

February
Multiple dates
INSEAD Workshop: Venture
Capital, Business Angels &
Start Ups
@virtual event

In the workshop we look at Venture
Capital, Business Angels and Startups.
If you are (or want to be) an venture
capitalist or a business angel, you
learn how to identify high-performing
start-ups and how to help them
to become successful. If you work
(or want to work) in a startup, you
learn how to get offers from venture
capitalists, how to choose among
these, and how to ensure you get the
most out of the relationship with your
investor. The workshop is for people
who are active or interested in the
domain of venture capital, business
angels, and startups.
Time: varies
Cost: Free
www.eventbrite.com

Mon., February 8
Home School Information
Session

@HSB, Inc., 5625 Burlingame Ave. SW,

Wyoming, MI

Thinking about home education? Sign
up for a Home School Information
Session! These sessions are not
only perfect for those considering
home educating but are also great
for those who have already started
and need a little direction. Sessions
are led by experienced area leaders
and include a Q&A time. We'll talk
about the laws in MI pertaining to
home education, curriculum options,
classes, socialization, and so much
more! Pre-registration is required. Call
616-532-9422 x4 to register; spaces
fill fast.
Time: 6-8pm
Cost: $15 per person due at
registration (spouse free)

Tues., February 9
Ken James: LEVERAGING
- DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND
INCLUSION
@401 Hall St SW #188, Grand
Rapids, MI

Ken’s career has spanned a variety of
industries (Not for Profit, Healthcare,
Retail, Higher Education and
Municipal Government). One of Ken’s
greatest passions revolves in the
world of equity, diversity, inclusion
and initiating cross cultural dialogue.
Ken enjoys combining his knowledge
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and experience to deliver creative
programs to employers and their
stakeholders.
Ken currently is the Director of
Inclusion with the Grand Rapids
Chamber. He is part of a team
that delivers Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion services to the business
community. This includes 5 cohortbased leadership programs and 3
engagement programs offered by the
Grand Rapids Chamber.
Ken has a master’s degree in Public
Administration from Grand Valley
State University and bachelor’s
degree of Public Administration from
Kentucky State University where he
played football.
Ken is married and has 3 daughters
ages 15, 14 and 13.
The February Business Breakfast
presentation with cover:
-What is the difference between
diversity, equity and inclusion?
-Why are all three important?
-We’ll look at best practices and
lessons learned for businesses to
leverage Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion
Time: 8-9am
Cost: $15
www.grbusinessbreakfast.org

Thurs., February 18
Lunch-N-Learn w/ The Future
of Real Estate
@eXp Realty Lakeshore, 1050 W
Western Ave, Suite 302, Muskegon, MI

Join us for a fun filled learning session
with lunch catered in from TED's
Restaurant in Spring Lake!
There will be a variety of topics
covered, a different topic each
month. We will also be adding in CE
(Continuing Education) classes when
available. Thank you to our numerous
sponsors, including 2M Financial,
Paradise Tax and Accounting,
Transnation Title, Stockton Mortgage,
American Home Shield, Chandler
Home Inspections, InFocus Media,
Evolve Organizing Solutions, and so
many more!
Time: 12-2pm
Cost: Free
sierra.swartz@exprealty.com
www.eventbrite.com

Tues., February 23
How to Master Your Money
Mindset in 2021
@virtual event

Have you ever wondered why you
think about or deal with money the

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
way you do? Ever get the feeling
that your thinking and psychology
sometimes push you to make choices
that aren’t really the best for you? Do
you want to change things up but not
sure where to start?
In this session we’ll help you
understand your mindset and how it
drives how you engage and relate to
your money. You’ll learn how to shift
your thinking to create a winning
money mindset, hacks to drive better
money results, and the key questions
you need to ask and answer to
achieve your money targets and goals
What you’ll learn:
-Your mindset and the limiting
beliefs that might be holding you
back
-How to create a winning mindset
-Practical money hacks to overcome
your psychology and drive results
-Common money mistakes and how
to avoid them
Time: 7:30-8:30pm
Cost: Free
www.eventbrite.com

Wed., February 24
Google: Using Data To Drive
Business Growth
@virtual event

Objectives: How to take the large
amount of data available through
Google platforms and make it
manageable for people, including
enabling them to interpret it.
Learning Outcomes: Find the
interconnections—patterns,
themes—and build in context for
genuine understanding of data for
your business.
Speaker(s): Cheryl Peterson, Business
Consultant, Shiawassee County
Time: 8-9:30am
Cost: Free
www.sbdcmichigan.org

Sat., February 27
Social Justice Readers
@virtual event

Our social justice reading group
meets monthly to discuss short
articles about systemic inequality.
Each reading is picked for its digital
accessibility and ability to foster
discussion, especially if you are
just starting your journey. On the
first Saturday of the month, we will
announce the readings (on social
media and in the private Facebook
group created for this program),
giving you plenty of time to read and
digest!

And then, on the last Saturday of
the month, we will meet at 11AM to
12PM on Google Hangouts to discuss!
Time: 11am-12pm
Cost: Free
www.eventbrite.com

Mon., March 8
Forming Your LLC or DBA, Do
It Now – ONLINE
@virtual event
Ready to launch your business as a
sole proprietor or LLC? Been putting
off the paperwork? Then you need
this hands-on walk through. Business
Consultants from the SBDC will
discuss business entities and explain
the documents needed to form
and register a business, including
Articles of Organization and Employer
Identification Number (EIN). They
will also cover basic bookkeeping
procedures and the tax implications
of your new business, as well as
good business practices. Please be
prepared with one or more names
for your business. Please click here
or visit https://cofs.lara.state.mi.us/
SearchApi/Search/Search to search for
existing business names registered
with the State of Michigan.
Time: 2-3:30pm
Cost: Free
www.sbdcmichigan.org

Have an event to submit?
Email cscott@bestversionmedia.com.

At the time of print, all events
were still being held. Please
check closer to the event
date to confirm it is not
rescheduled or canceled
due to COVID-19.
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EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR TROXEL CUSTOM HOMES

H.O.P.E.
By Drew DeMeester

I

t was just about a year ago that the idea of
a pandemic was beginning to creep into
our collective mindsets. No matter what
your viewpoint of what has developed
since then, I think we can all agree that
our lives have changed. There definitely is
hope that we can get back to many of the
things that we have missed, but there will
be changes that will last for all of us as well.
A big part of what the pandemic has meant
is spending more time at home. Whether
it has been due to your company working
from home, your kids having to figure
out remote learning from home, reduced
opportunities for social gatherings, or one
of the other side effects of the pandemic,
we all have gotten to know the space that
we call home a lot better.

that home takes root becomes even more
important. What this means is different for
every person, but the search for a better
O – Opportunity is the next layer of the
place to call home, both physical structure
conversation. New ideas have developed
for the way that we use our homes. We hear and home location, is readily evident in
As a custom homebuilder and remodeler,
how hot our housing market, both new and
about how the home theater has become
I spend a lot of time talking with people
existing, has been over the past year.
much more attractive, the kitchen is being
about how they function, interact, and
E – Effortless is the final piece to the conused more than ever (even if it is just to
survive in their own spaces. The past year
keep the food warm that you ordered from versation. Most of us have gone through so
has been changing those conversations
your favorite restaurant), and maybe there much over the last year that we are looking
and interestingly the conversations have
for our home to be a place of refuge from
is the need for more natural light in the
developed into H.O.P.E.
the stress. There are many ways that a new
spaces we find ourselves inhabiting. Are
H – Home is the beginning of the
these renovations that can be done to your home can simplify our lives and take less
conversation and our “4 walls and a roof ”
existing home, or maybe it is exploring the effort to maintain. Home automations
has become so much more to us. This is our option of a custom new home designed
systems (lighting, blinds, music, security,
refuge, our family place, the environment
locks, and more), no and low maintenance
and built for exactly how you see yourself
we spend even more of our lives in. The
surfaces, and self-cleaning windows are just
living.
conversations I am having focus more
a sampling of the pieces that can take the
P – Place is a definite part of the
about how a home functions and how it
effort out of your home.
conversation. As our roots grow a little
can be deeply relevant for its inhabitants.
www.troxelcustomhomes.com.
deeper for where we call home, where
There are many conversations to be had
about how design can be impactful to the
occupants of the space.

WWW.TROXELCUSTOMHOMES.COM 616.355.2600

BUILDING AND RENOVATING HOMES AT THE
INTERSECTION OF STRONG RELATIONSHIPS AND
METICULOUS QUALITY FOR OVER 20 YEARS.
12
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Full Service
Landscape Company
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Make your business a priority.
Contact the Publisher of this magazine
for more information.

Paver brick patios
and walkways

616.399.6861

4275 136th Ave., Holland, MI 49424

www.boschslandscape.com
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EVENTS FOR A CAUSE

Polar Plunges Going Virtual in 2021,
Adding New Events
By Aaron Mills, Sr. Director of Marketing and Communication

D

ue to the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, Michigan’s beloved cold
water challenge series is shifting to an
all-virtual event for the 2021 season.
While, on the surface, this decision
is disappointing for Special Olympics
Michigan and its loyal Plungers, it also
presents a unique opportunity to reinvent
Special Olympics Michigan's largest
fundraising event amid the current
pandemic while ensuring the health and
safety of all those involved.
So, what exactly is a “virtual” Polar
Plunge? Participants will still register
online, raise money for Special Olympics
Michigan’s life-changing programs, do
a cold weather challenge and earn cool
swag along the way. The main difference
is that, instead of hitting the water at
a traditional Plunge location, now the
choice is up to you on where, when and
how you want to get bold and cold for the
athletes of Special Olympics Michigan.
Do snow angels in your swimsuit. Lounge
in a cold water-filled kiddie pool in your
backyard. Have a water balloon or squirt

14

swag including fleece blankets, jogger
pants, bags, coats and more!

gun fight while wearing Halloween
costumes. Have a family member spray
you with a water hose or splash you with
a bucket of cold water. Get as creative as
you want and have fun with it!
Participants can also sign up to be a
part of the first-ever Frozen 5K. Sign up,
choose your course and send us your
times when you’re done. In return, we’ll
send you your choice of a Sport-Tek or
heather cotton long sleeve shirt.

The Polar Plunge series raises more
than $1 million for Special Olympics
Michigan each year, with 2020 being
a banner year that saw a record $1.37
million raised. This unwavering support
from Michigan residents, businesses and
Law Enforcement members is crucial to
helping provide inclusive sports, health
and school programs for nearly 23,000
participants all across Michigan.
We look forward to a fun, safe virtual
Polar Plunge season as we get bold and
cold to support the children and adults
with intellectual disabilities in Michigan
who participate in Special Olympics
Michigan's life-changing programming.

For more information, contact Heather
To register, visit PlungeMI.com before
Fox, Sr. Development and Events,
February 28, 2021 and sign up. Participate at heather.fox@somi.org or
by yourself or as a team with friends,
989-773-3229.
family or co-workers. Raise a minimum
of $100 to receive a free 2021 Polar
Plunge crewneck sweatshirt, raise more
money and earn additional Polar Plunge
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protection
for where you are,
guidance

for where you’re going.

Here to help navigate you through
buying or selling your home, and

provide insurance coverage to best
protect what’s most important to you.

800.344.3531

•

LI GH TH OUSEGROU P. NET

BENEFITS • BUSINESS • LIFE • PERSONAL • TITLE

INTERESTED IN
BECOMING A
SPONSOR?
Contact the Publisher of this
magazine for more information.
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ORGANIZATIONS FOR A CAUSE

Circles Ottawa County Goes Virtual
Compiled by Chelsea Scott

C

ircles Ottawa County (Circles), a
chapter of Circles USA, is a program
of Good Samaritan Ministries (Good
Sam) that brings people of diverse
incomes together to create a unique,
diverse community that is structured
to help participants achieve personal
and financial goals. Good Sam has
operated Circles in Ottawa County since
2013. According to Advancement &
Communications Director Anne Reilly,
“Good Sam’s mission is to end poverty
and homelessness, and we were finding
that a new approach was necessary to
help individuals that were past crisis, but
were looking for ways to think long-term.
We know that success in reaching our
goals is heavily influenced by the network
of support that surrounds us – life is all
about who you know and who’s in your
corner. For families working their way
out of poverty toward financial stability,
connections are vital for taking steps
forward. Circles offer a way to do this.”

Masked and distanced Circles meeting.
After many months of virtual Circle
meetings, the Northside site gathered for
a socially distanced, in-person meeting
in October. After the meeting, a Leader
approached Lotefa Bartlett de Villarreal,
the Circles Director, with tear tracks on
her mask—overwhelmed with things she
had been struggling with, but also feeling
hopeful for the first time in months.

"I am so grateful," the Leader said over
and over. "I just need y'all to know how
Circles takes a two-generational approach
grateful I am. I would not have made it
to poverty reduction by offering a
if you had given up on me. I don't know
corresponding program for the children
where I would be if you just said, 'oh well'
of adult Circle participants. This way, the
and stopped everything when COVID
entire family is learning and goal-setting
happened."
together. This approach is shown as an
She shared how her mindset had
effective way to interrupt the cycle of
changed since joining Circles, and
generational poverty and increase the
likelihood of children achieving financial even though she has felt overwhelmed
stability in adulthood. Each week, Circle and stuck these past few months, she is
Leaders (individuals working to improve thinking differently about her ability to
get out of a "victim mentality" and start
their financial situation), Circle Allies
(volunteers that walk alongside Leaders), making changes in her life.
and their families would gather for a meal “It is the most optimistic I have heard her
and a time of goal-setting and learning.
since before social distancing started,”
COVID has changed the way that Circles said Lotefa. The Ally, who continued to
gathers (in-person meetings have shifted reach out even when the Leader turned
to virtual meetings) but not the heart of
to old coping habits, said, "I feel really
their mission. “We’re so glad the program encouraged."
has continued virtually as it has provided
It’s inspiring how their match has
important relational support for folks
strengthened through these difficult
that were already struggling before
times, affirming that investing in
COVID-19,” Anne said.
relationship truly does help overcome
barriers.
16

Another Circle Leader said of the program,
“Everyone is equal in Circles. No one is
pretending. If anyone comes in feeling
less than, they won’t feel like that for long
because we’re gonna pour love on you!”
For more information about Circles, visit
https://www.goodsamministries.com/
what-we-do/circles/.

Slips up to 70’ • Transient Slips
In/Out Service • Storage • Service
Boat Service & Outﬁtters • Conference Center
The Staterooms Vacation Rentals
1866 OTTAWA BEACH RD. HOLLAND, MI 49424
(616) 786-2205 • YACHTBASINMARINA.COM
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Winning Moves
in the Era of Covid
By D.C. Beattie

E

ntering the second month of this New
Year with 2020 thankfully fading into
the rear view mirror, it seems like a good
time to look at the kind of businesses that
not only survived the year we thought
would never go away, but actually thrived
in the face of great challenges.
As we look at a number of industries and
businesses both nationally and locally, a
few stand out above the rest. One of these
industries—and the one we will focus on
today—is the housing sector of the real
estate industry.
Hot Industry vs. the Cold Facts
To preface the year, the real estate industry
as a whole came bursting into 2020 with
the “stimulus” of the Fed’s 2019 rate cuts.
The industry was poised. Then Covid-19
hit and forced the mid-to-late March shutdowns. As we look at the pandemic’s early
impact on the economy and on the housing
industry, the National Association of Realtors reported that in April 2020 home sales
dropped by 17.2% compared with April
2019. Darker clouds loomed over the horizon as many looked to the Fed for solutions
and strategies to get us through. But by
August, the NAR reported that home sales
had grown by 10.5% compared to 2019.

How One Local Firm has
Responded
With these positive numbers in
mind, we approached a Keller
Williams Harbortown Holland
group to see how the Pandemic has
altered their approach to the game.
The Rick Genzink Group located
downtown on 8th Street was
kind enough to give us some
insight into their approach to
customer care and service in
2020. According to Rick
Genzink himself, “After all
is said and done, in good markets
or bad, it all comes down to how well
you treat your client during one of the most
important financial decisions at a particular
moment of their lives.”

a “high-touch”
home buying
experience as they
require. Flexibility in
serving a particular
home buyer is the key
regardless of the financial niche
of the buyer or location in question.
The result, while riding the wave
of low interest rates and decreasing
availability driving up prices —above the
threatening and often tragic undertow
of a “once every 100 year” pandemic—has
been a record sales year for the Genzink
Group.

As Rick Genzink himself so incisively puts
it, “To be fair, most local realtors are doing
extremely well during these too often tragic
It is interesting to note that selling a
times. Our prayers go out to those who
home during this pandemic has not been
have suffered and we don’t take this lightly.
as challenging as it has been for other
smaller businesses that rely on face-to-face But we are blessed to live in an area that
participation due to the industry’s ongoing has a rational cost of living, great people
and schools, solid municipal government,
evolution to online virtual marketing.
deeply-rooted houses of worship, and great
Prospects more than likely already see a
listing on a website, check out all the online faith-based institutions and non-profits
whose mission is to provide for those in
home photos, and take a virtual tour.
need, especially during a prolonged crisis
During the early stages of the lockdown,
like this.”
showings and open houses were not
So how did we here in West Michigan fare? allowed. This was highly frustrating for
In a values-based culture such as the
More “locally,” the Southwestern Michigan “people oriented” Agents. However, tech
one we enjoy here in Holland and West
Real Estate Information Center (SWMRIC) came to the rescue and Agents were able
Michigan, any industry, especially ours, has
reports that the average listing price for
to work with clients electronically, setting
a great opportunity to flourish.”
a home increased by 21%, from $316,415
up FaceTime showings, Zoom negotiating
This is the kind of positive approach we
in 2019 to $383,960. The average days on
meetings, E-signing documents, and
have found in a number of businesses
the market fell from 54 in 2019 to 35 for
sometimes coordinating closings without
2020, with Real Estate Agents frequently
ever meeting the client in person. But once throughout the area as we make our way
through these uncharted COVID-19
commenting on the “shortage” of inventory. things began to open up, Genzink or a
“infested” economic waters in 2021.
member
of
his
team
reached
out
to
secure
West Michigan’s Resiliency
at least one “in-person” connection at some Hopefully, as the vaccines roll out,
This sampling of these sales statistics helps
combined with the appropriate social
point during the process while carefully
show what we here on the West Coast of
responses, the end this “once in a century”
following established Covid protocols.
Michigan have always believed. In spite
event will finally come to a thankful close.
Flexibility is Key. Whether presenting
of pandemics or recessions, given all the
economic and quality-of-life options, West a moderate six-figure
D.C. Beattie is a marketing consultant and integrated
property or a seven
Michigan and the greater Holland area, is
communications specialist who has extensively served
figure estate, Genzink’s
not only one of the most resilient, but also
the identity and branding needs of Fortune 500s, startclient’s aspirations
ups, government entities, non-profits and faith-based
one of the most attractive places in this
organizations over the past thirty years. He bleeds
are given as much of
country to work and live.
Cubbie blue.
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From the
Nonprofit World
By Liz Hoffswell, Certified Business Consultant, Michigan Small Business Development Center

S

tarting a business can be intimidating.
Managing a business can be stressful.
Running a business in the middle
of a global pandemic can be nearly
impossible. The good news is, the
Michigan SBDC is here to help your small
business start, grow, innovate, succeed,
and navigate the COVID-19 situation.
The Michigan SBDC offers no-cost,
confidential one-on-one consulting
As a Certified Business Consultant
sessions with certified business
with the Michigan SBDC, I had the
consultants, all of whom have extensive
privilege to work directly with 309
knowledge in their areas of expertise.
individual businesses in 2020. My client
Some of the services we offer:
base includes manufacturers, medical
professionals, retail stores, restaurants,
fitness studios, online sellers, business
services, repair facilities, event venues,
and many more. This past year I helped
entrepreneurs explore the viability of
their new business ideas, helped develop
business plans and financials for multimillion-dollar acquisitions, and helped
already-established businesses innovate,
pivot and understand and take advantage
of COVID relief programs.

•
•
•
•
•

Business Plan Development
Market Research
Raising Capital
Business Education – In person and
online training
Technology Commercialization
Financial Management
Export Strategy
Strategic Planning
Human Resources & Organizational
Development

The best thing? My clients didn’t have to
pay one penny for these services.

A note about COVID-19, 2021, and
beyond

About the Michigan SBDC

During this current COVID-19 situation,
it is difficult to stay on top of the everchanging executive orders, regulations
and assistance programs. Google can’t
answer all the questions specific to your
business, so that is where we come in. We
may not have all the answers, but together
we can usually find a solution.

The Michigan Small Business
Development Center offers expert
assistance at no cost to entrepreneurs
looking to start or grow a business.
We can help your business:
•
•
•
•
•

Start!
Pursue new market opportunities
Improve your cash flow
Raise capital for expansion
Plan for strategic growth and effective
operations
• Strengthen your Human Resources
function
18

•
•
•
•

About the Michigan SBDC:

The Michigan Small Business
Development Center provides
consulting, business education,
market research, and technology
commercialization to new and existing
businesses throughout Michigan’s 83
counties. Michigan SBDC services are
available through the support of the
U.S. Small Business Administration
(SBA) and the Michigan Economic
Development Corporation (MEDC).
Entrepreneurs and small business
owners may access the services of their
nearest Michigan SBDC by visiting
www.sbdcmichigan.org.
About Liz Hoffswell

Liz Hoffswell is a certified business
consultant for the Michigan Small
Business Development Center, which
is based at the GVSU Seidman School
of Business in Grand Rapids. She has
more than 25 years of experience in
management, operations, finance,
sales, and marketing, working with
organizations of all sizes. Additionally,
Hoffswell is a serial entrepreneur and
has started several small businesses
throughout her career.

Being an entrepreneur can be rewarding,
difficult, and stressful; but you don’t
have to do it alone. Wherever you are
on your entrepreneurial journey, the
Michigan SBDC is here to help. Go to
SBDCmichigan.org to sign up for services
and get 2021 started off right!
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WHAT IS YOUR

WORKING
GENIUS?

By Patrick Lencioni, founder and president, The Table Group

When it comes to work, we all have gifts. Natural, God-given talents
that give us energy and allow us to contribute to the success of
organizations and teams. We are meant to use those gifts, and it is
frustrating, sometimes tragic, when we can’t. Of course, if we don’t
know what our gifts are, we can’t be sure that we are using them.
Now, in addition to our gifts, we all have limitations—natural areas
of deficiency that drain us of our energy and frustrate our ability
to contribute to work. Though we can’t always avoid those areas,
we are meant to minimize the time we have to spend on those
tasks, though again, if we don’t know what those deficiencies are,
we can’t minimize them.
The Six Types of Working Genius is a model and an assessment tool
that allows anyone—CEOs, schoolteachers, factory supervisors,
college students—to identify their gifts and limitations so they can
maximize their satisfaction and success in any kind of work they
do. In thirty minutes, someone can radically alter their day-to-day
job fulfillment or even their career direction.
What a difference that can make in a person’s life.
As it turns out, those six types of genius—Wonder, Invention,
Discernment, Galvanizing, Enablement and Tenacity—make up

the six required activities for any work
endeavor.
Whether you’re engaged in running a company, a
department, a project, or even a family, all six are necessary
ingredients for success. No one person can possibly embody
them all, which is why teamwork is so important.
Among those six types, everyone has two that we call areas
of genius, where we get our joy and energy and have natural
ability. We have two that we call areas of frustration, where we
get drained of joy and energy and have little natural ability. Then
there are two in the middle, areas where we might have some
ability, but that are not a source of energy and satisfaction.
Imagine if every company, every organization, every team knew
the areas of genius, competency and frustration of their people
and organized them for success. Imagine if every parent knew
those areas of genius for their spouse and children. It’s not an
exaggeration to say that there would be more joy and less misery
in society. But that has to happen one person at a time and that
person might as well be you. What are your areas of genius?

The Genius of Wonder (W)

The natural gift of pondering the possibility of greater potential
and opportunity in a given situation.

The Genius of Invention (I)

The natural gift of creating original and novel ideas and solutions.

The Genius of Discernment (D)

The natural gift of intuitively and instinctively evaluating ideas
and situations.

The Genius of Galvanizing (G)

The natural gift of rallying, inspiring and organizing others to
take action.

The Genius of Enablement (E)

The natural gift of providing encouragement and assistance for
an idea or project.

The Genius of Tenacity (T)

The natural gift of pushing projects or tasks to completion to
achieve results.

Patrick Lencioni was named in Fortune magazine
as one of the “ten new gurus you should know.” His
passion for organizations and teams is reflected in
his writing, speaking and executive consulting. He is
the author of eleven best-selling books.
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Zeeland Urgent Care

Longer hours to serve you.

When you need prompt attention for those non-life threatening
injuries and illnesses, visit Spectrum Health Urgent Care – Zeeland.
We’ve expanded our hours and added occupational health first injury
services in order to get you in, out, and on your way to feeling better.
No appointment necessary.
Daily, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Closed holidays.
Open Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Reserve your spot online using clockwise at
spectrumhealth.org/zeelandurgent

Check us out!

Virtual Tours and Booking at
www.kingsleyhouse.com
(269) 561-6425

• Romantic Getaways
• Corporate Retreats
• Special Occasions

Spectrum Health
Urgent Care – Zeeland
Medical Office Building,
Suite 100A
8333 Felch Street,
Zeeland, MI 49464

